
Google Has Had More Murdered And Strangely Dead
Employees Than Almost Any Other U.S. Company

CIA-Front Google seems to get it's people killed quit a
bit, and it is not just a math odds issue.

 

 



Google employee found dead in San Fran…
A woman whose body was found in the water along
the San Francisco Bay Trail in Sunnyvale, California was
identified as a Google employee by the company Monday.
Chuchu Ma, 23, was found dead half …

Sehttps://www.rawstory.com/2017/12/google-employee…
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23-year-old Google employee found dead i…
4 Ex-NFL Network employee alleges sexual misconduct by former
players in lawsuit. 5 Cecil Parkinson's daughter is found dead at
57. 7 San Francisco mayor dies suddenly at 65.
8 GoogleStoryboard turns your videos into comic strips.
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NYC Google employee killed jogging in Ma…
A Google employee from New York City was killed while jogging
in Massachusetts over the weekend — a murder eerily reminiscent
of the slaying of Karina ...

Senydailynews.com/news/national/homicide-probe-ope…
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Vanessa Marcotte: Google Employee Kille…
A 27-year-old Google employee who was found dead in the
woods on Sunday had been stripped naked and partially
burned,…

Sepeople.com/crime/vanessa-marcotte-google-employ…
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Google Employee, 27, Found Dead Near M…
Yahoo!-ABC News Network ... Woman Who Worked
for Google Killed After Going for Jog in ... Nick Lachey pleads
with public to find man who shot his employee.

Seabcnews.go.com/US/google-employee-27-found-de…
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Vanessa Marcotte, Slain Google Employee,…
Vanessa Marcotte fought hard for her life. During a press
conference held Thursday evening, investigators said the 27-year-
old Google employee,…

Sepeople.com/crime/vanessa-marcotte-slain-google-e…
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Nepal quake: California Google employee k…
Nepal quake: Dan Fredinburg, self-described adventurer
and Google employee, dies while climbing Mt. Everest A
California man who described himself as an "inventor ...

Selatimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-nepal-quake-dan-fr…
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Google employee Vanessa Marcotte murde…
A Google employee from New York City who disappeared on an
afternoon jog while visiting her mother in Massachusetts has been
found murdered in the woods. Worcester ...

Sedailymail.co.uk/news/article-3729958/NYC-woman-v…
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NYC Google Employee Visiting Mother in …
A New York City Google employee who was found dead after
leaving to go on a run near her mother's home in Massachusetts
appears to have been killed in a homicide ...

Sehttps://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/Massachus…
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Google Employee Killed While Jogging in .…
The body of Vanessa Marcotte, 27, was found in a wooded area
half a mile from her mother's Princeton, Massachusetts, home.

Seabcnews.go.com/GMA/video/google-employee-kille…
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Google employee killed while jogging; foun…
NEW YORK -- A young Google account manager was killed on
Sunday and the investigation is ongoing. Vanessa Marcotte, 27,
was found dead near her mother's home in ...

Sefox59.com/2016/08/08/google-employee-27-killed-w…
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Google employee found dead, police launc…
A young Google account manager was killed on Sunday.
Vanessa Marcotte, 27, was found dead near her mother's home in
Princeton, Massachusetts, a small town ...

Semoney.cnn.com/2016/08/08/technology/google-acco…
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What to know about Vanessa Marcotte, the …
Vanessa Marcotte, a 27-year-old Google employee and Boston
University graduate, was killedSunday. Sources say she was
found naked and partially burned.

Sewcvb.com/article/what-to-know-about-vanessa-marc…
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Google employee killed: Body found witho…
A GOOGLE account manager was killed on Sunday while out for
a run near her mother's home in Princeton, Massachusetts.

Senews.com.au/lifestyle/real-life/news-life/another-wom...
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Google employee killed in avalanche was '…
Google executive was an adventurer who had tried to climb
Everest once before Dan Fredinburg's friends described him as
superhuman. Standing 6-foot-4, the athletic ...

Selatimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-google-exec-killed-…
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Big clue found in the murder of New York Go…
Police may have obtained a key piece of evidence in the murder of
New York Google ... Googleemployee ... A 27-year-old New York
City woman was killed ...

Sehttps://www.aol.com/article/2016/08/12/big-clue-foun…
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Google Employee Vanessa Marcotte Is the …
She's the third female jogger killed in nine days of unrelated
incidents.

Sehttps://www.thecut.com/2016/08/google-employee-v…
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Family of Vanessa Marcotte, Google emplo…
Vanessa Marcotte, a 27-year-old Google employee, was visiting
her mother when she was killed.

Sehttps://www.cbsnews.com/news/massachusetts-jogg…
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Google employee, 27, killed while jogging; …
PRINCETON, Mass. — Investigators say the death of New York
City woman visiting her mother in a rural Massachusetts town
appears to be a homicide. Worcester District ...

Sefox61.com/2016/08/08/jogger-visiting-family-in-rura...
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Google employee's half-naked body found …
The half-naked body of a 23-year-old Google employee was
found floating in the San Francisco Bay Thursday, officials said.

Sefoxnews.com/us/2017/12/11/google-employees-half-…
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UK Google employee dies in accident at Ca…
A Google employee has died in an accident in Cannes, France,
where he was attending the Cannes Lions international festival of
creativity.

Seindependent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/uk-google-e…
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Vanessa Marcotte, 27, Killed After Going on…
Vanessa Marcotte, a 27-year-old Google employee, went out on
a jog and never came back.

Secosmopolitan.com/lifestyle/news/a62517/vanessa-m…
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Here's What Happens To Google Employee…
Google employee benefits last into the afterlife It's no surprise
that the employee benefits of Google are among the best in the
land—free haircuts ...

Sehttps://www.forbes.com/sites/meghancasserly/2012/…
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Google employee killed during jog tried to f…
PRINCETON, Mass. — A Google employee killed after going for
a jog in Massachusetts may have injured her attacker in a
struggle, investigators said this week.

Sefox59.com/2016/08/12/google-employee-killed-durin…
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Google Employee's Death While Jogging I…
The death of a Google employee who was killed while jogging in
Massachusetts Sunday is being investigated as a homicide.
Twenty-seven-year-old Vanessa Marcotte worked ...

Sehttps://www.thewrap.com/google-employees-death-…
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Police: Murdered NYC Google worker strug…
The New York City woman who was killed while going for a jog
while visiting family in Massachusetts struggled with her killer,
officials said Thursday.

Seabc7ny.com/news/murdered-nyc-google-worker-stru…
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Mourners remember Google employee mur…
Best friend of Google employee murdered while jogging in
Massachusetts gives tearful eulogy at funeral as ...
NYC Google employee killed jogging in ...

Senydailynews.com/news/national/mourners-remembe…
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'Practical' Google exec caught in fatal sex w…
'Practical' Google exec caught in fatal sex web. Although
successful in the competitive world of technology with high profile
positions at Apple and Google ...

Sehttps://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2014/07/09/go…
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Google employee, 27, killed while jogging; …
NEW YORK -- A young Google account manager was killed on
Sunday -- and the investigation is ongoing. Vanessa Marcotte, 27,
was found dead near her mother's ...

Sefox43.com/2016/08/08/google-employee-27-killed-w…
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Vanessa Marcotte, a BU grad and Google e…
A 27-year-old New York City woman was killed Sunday while
jogging about a ... as a health care account manager
at Google last ... to The Boston Globe today ...

Sehttps://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2016/08/08/aut…
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Google Employee Killed While Jogging in …
The body of Vanessa Marcotte, 27, was found in a wooded area
half a mile from her mother's Princeton, Massachusetts, home.

Sehttps://www.youtube.com/watch…
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Alix Tichelman, alleged prostitute in Google …
A tale of two deaths: Alix Tichelman pleads not ... she killed
somebody else," thought Kimberly James when she heard about
the death of Google executive Forrest Hayes ...

Sehttps://www.cbsnews.com/news/alix-tichelman-plead…
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Forrest Hayes case: Was Google exec's dea…
Kiss of Death and the Google Exec ... Deputy Police Chief Steve
Clark, the point man in the Hayesdeath case, strongly disagrees.

Sehttps://www.cbsnews.com/news/kiss-of-death-and-th…
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Forrest Hayes Murdered By Alix Catherine …
Seven months ago, Google executive Forest Hayes was found
dead on his yacht, ironically titled "Escape." Now police have
newfound evidence that prostitute, Alix ...

Semstarsnews.musictimes.com/art…
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Rajeev Motwani, a Professor Behind Googl…
Rajeev Motwani, a Stanford computer ... His death prompted a
string of online eulogies by some of Silicon Valley's best-known
bloggers, investors and ...

Senytimes.com/2009/06/11/business/11motwani.html
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Motwani's death a case of "accidental" drow…
The death of Rajeev Motwani, India-born Stanford professor and
the mentor and adviser of top internet firms like Google and
PayPal, was a case of accidental drowning.

Sehttps://www.ndtv.com/world-news/motwanis-death-a…
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Google founders' mentor Rajeev Motwani f…
Rajeev Motwani, Stanford professor ... Google founders' mentor
found dead in swimming pool ... A spokesman for the university
said the cause of death was unclear.

Sehttps://www.theguardian.com/te…
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